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a b s t r a c t
This work presents a field-hardened autonomous multimodal legged-aerial robotic system for subterranean exploration, extending a legged robot to be the carrier of an aerial platform capable of
a rapid deployment in search-and-rescue scenarios. The driving force for developing such robotic
configurations are the requirements for large-scale and long-term missions, where the payload capacity
and long battery life of the legged robot is combined and integrated with the agile motion of the aerial
agent. The multimodal robot is structured around the quadruped Boston Dynamics Spot, enhanced
with a custom configured autonomy sensor payload as well as a UAV carrier platform, while the aerial
agent is a custom built quadcopter. This work presents the novel design and hardware implementation
as well as the onboard sensor suites. Moreover it establishes the overall autonomy architecture
in a unified supervision approach while respecting each locomotion modality, including guidance,
navigation, perception, state estimation, and control capabilities with a focus on rapid deployment
and efficient exploration. The robotic system complete architecture is evaluated in real subterranean
tunnel areas, in multiple fully autonomous search-and-rescue missions with the goal of identifying
and locating objects of interest within the subterranean environment.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction and background
The area of autonomous subterranean search-and-rescue has
grown significantly in the last years due to the fact that it was
the focus and primary selected application area of the DARPA
Robotics Challenge [1]. In this case, teams of robots are tasked
with exploring vast subterranean areas (tunnels, urban areas,
caves) for identifying and locating specific hidden objects of interest such as survivors, tools, gas leaks, etc. The application
areas of this new technology ranges from mapping and inspecting
caves [2,3], inspection and safety in the mining industry [4,5],
monitoring for natural disasters [6] or even in the search for
extraterrestrial life in subterranean systems on other planets or
asteroids [7,8]. Terrain in SubT environments commonly has uneven structures which expands both horizontally and vertically.
Seismic events, or man-made excavation, can do severe damage
to such types of environments as depicted in Fig. 1. Moreover,
it may block human workers from exiting dangerous areas, and
makes it dangerous for human teams to carry out rescue operations. This creates a necessity of deploying robots in such
∗ Corresponding author.
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scenarios. However, every robotic platform has its own advantages and disadvantages which makes it hard to design a single
capable platform, as was demonstrated during the SubT Challenge
where teams were using wheeled, legged, and aerial robots. There
have been greatly successful efforts in the deployment of both
aerial robots [9,10], as well as ground or legged robots [9,11,12],
but both approaches have limiting factors: ground robots cannot
move over rough terrain, such as after rockfalls, nor complete
the mission if passages are blocked or there is some other sudden vertical displacement of the terrain, as depicted in Fig. 1.
In contrary to ground robots, aerial robots have limited battery
endurance when equipped with extra payload that incorporates a
full sensor suite with onboard computation power. This payload is
required to allow them to execute a fully autonomous exploration
or search-and-rescue task and limits their maximum mission duration e.g. there is a sharp trade-off between autonomy level and
flight time [11]. However, for aerial robots the traversability level
of ground terrain is irrelevant, and access to blocked passages is
only limited by the size of the aerial robot. A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of aerial, legged and wheeled robotic
platforms in SubT exploration and search-and-rescue missions is
presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Examples of rockfalls after seismic events in the underground mines [13].

Due to these kinds of challenges, hybrid locomotion and multimodal robots have shown promising results in a variety of tasks
where extending the terrain traversability of the robot is critical,
such as; wheeled-legged robots for inspection tasks in difficult
terrain [14], air-actuated wheeled-climbing robots [15], or adding
magnetic adhesion to mobile robots for traversing ferromagnetic
inclined surfaces [16–18]. For combining ground and aerial capabilities, robots such as the Drivocopter [19] have been attempted
as well. The main motivation for the combined or multimodal
design of the robotic system is the increased searching area
coverage with an efficient utilization of advantages of each robot
modality.
Thus, this article presents a different novel direction, where
a legged ground robot acts as the carrier of an aerial agent
forming a multimodality combined robot system, thus mitigating the expended flight time to reach the desired exploration
location (e.g. the blocked passage, or hard-to-reach area) without
sacrificing mobility.
To summarize: as autonomy requirements, mission complexity, and the need for abilities in handling unforeseen terrain
challenges increases, the proposed multimodality approach to
hybrid locomotion will be on the forefront of critical mission
applications in terrestrial subterranean search-and-rescue, but
also in the search for life in subterranean caverns on other planets [20]. Solving these challenges is the primary justification
behind the proposed research efforts into legged-aerial robot
unification with the long-term goal of extending the mission capabilities of existing robotic solutions when entering completely
unknown and unknowable environments and their related terrain
traversability challenges.
Towards that goal, and as part of the NeBula autonomy framework [11,21,22] and the Team CoSTAR [23], this article aims
to establish a baseline solution for allowing a combined fully
autonomous field mission in realistic evaluation scenarios, performed in relevant subterranean tunnel environments.

in subterranean environments. Finally, it should be highlighted
that we are presenting this work as the complete system, and not
on the level of individual sub-components.
3. Outline
The rest of the work is structured as follows: First, the robots
designed specifically for the SubT mission are introduced in
Section 4. Next in Section 5 an overall high-level description
of the autonomy kits, used for the combined robot system is
presented including navigation, estimation, object detection, and
the combined mission behavior. In Section 6 the experiment
set-up and operator interactions are considered, as well as a
presentation of the experimental validation results and associated
experiment video. Lastly, directions for future work are offered in
Section 7 and the article is concluded in Section 8.
4. Robot design
4.1. UAV robot
The utilized Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is custom built
at the Robotics and AI Team at Luleå University of Technology.
The aerial vehicle is specifically designed for subterranean missions, built to be as compact as possible (to allow for a flight
through constrained environments), while still being able to carry
a sensor suite and computation payload that allows for the autonomous subterranean mission. The aerial vehicle can be seen
in its carried position in Fig. 2 (note: the UAV is here carried
with its front facing the rear of the legged robot). The UAV is
based around a 12-inch propeller design, while its dimensions
are w × l × h 513 × 335 × 339 mm and the total weight
is 3615 g. The UAV is equipped with a ski-style landing gear,
designed to work with the UAV carrier platform mounted on the
legged robot (Spot). The onboard computation is done by an Intel
NUC 10 BXNUC10I5FNKPA2, as well as an Intel Neural Compute
Stick 2. The onboard sensor suite is as follows: a forward-facing
RealSense D455 RGB-D Camera, a downward-facing single-beam
LiDAR Garmin LiDAR Lite v3, a top-mounted 360◦ Velodyne Puck
Lite 3d LiDAR, and the Pixhawk Cube used for attitude control
and for its internal IMU. Additionally, the UAV carries three LED
stripes illuminating the areas in front and below. The UAV sensor
suite is displayed in Fig. 3.

2. Contributions
The main contributions to the state-of-the-art is as follows:
(1) the design and construction of a novel fully integrated robotic
system (hardware and software) capable of full autonomy, including sensor suites selected for mission execution in subterranean
environments. (2) The combined software architecture that uses
a legged-aerial system to execute a search-and-rescue (object
detection and localization) mission, and the related mission design. (3) A realistic field evaluation of the autonomy capabilities
of the proposed multimodality system, in relevant subterranean
GPS- and communication-denied environments. These contributions establish a baseline for future developments and acts as an
enabler for the multimodality technology, and with the included
field evaluations offers a significant contribution towards the general area of multimodality robots for search-and-rescue robotics

4.2. Spot sensor suite
In addition to the out-of-the-box sensors and computers on
the Boston Dynamics Spot, we have added our own sensor and
computation kit on top. The Spot kit also uses an Intel NUC 10
BXNUC10I5FNKPA2 for computation, and on top of the shoulders
it carries a compact sensor assembly. This assembly consists
of: 360◦ Velodyne Puck Lite 3d LiDAR, three RealSense D455
2
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Table 1
Advantages and disadvantages of robotic platforms for missions in SubT environments.
Robot type

Pros

Aerial

•
•
•
•

3D Omnidirectional Movement
Fly to hard-to-reach areas
Quick and agile maneuvering
Ignores ground terrain challenges

• Short flight time (∼10–20 min but very design dependent)
• Max payload: up to 30% of a platform weight
• Wind gusts (ex. in mine shafts) can affect the flight stability

Cons

Legged

•
•
•
•
•

Long run time (∼60 min)
Payload: up to 50% of the platform weight
Can handle uneven ground terrain.
2D Omnidirectional Movement
No impact from wind disturbances

• Absence of motion in z direction
• Cannot handle vertical terrain

Wheeled

• Long run time (∼180 min)
• Payload: up to 150% of the platform weight
• No impact from wind disturbances

•
•
•
•

mounted forward, left, and right. It also carries a VectorNav
VN-100 IMU and just as its aerial counterpart, LED strips illuminating the field of view of the cameras. In addition to the
sensor assembly, it also carries a rear-mounted RealSense D455,
and corresponding LED strips. On top of the rear section, Spot
carries all its supporting components (Arduinos, battery, USB hub,
electronics) and the UAV carrier platform. The Spot sensor suite
can be seen in Fig. 3.

Absence of motion in z direction
Can only traverse relatively even surfaces
Can have difficulties maneuvering in tight spaces
Cannot handle vertical terrain

system should autonomously navigate to the deployment point
pdep , adjust itself for aerial-agent take-off and initialize the aerial
autonomy. The aerial exploration mission is then launched and
the aerial agent is tasked to survey the selected passage for a
specified duration Texplore , while looking for the objects of interest.
It should then return to the deployment point. During the aerial
mission the legged robot is tasked to wait at a point pwait . So
in short: in this specific use case demonstration the quadruped
robot acts as the UAV carrier to a pre-determined deployment
point, while the UAV mission requires no previous knowledge
of the area. As such, the autonomy capabilities described in
Section 5.2.1 for the UAV, and in Section 5.2.2 for the legged
robot, are specified for the completion of the mission this use
case provides.

4.3. UAV carrier platform
The UAV carrier platform is designed with a manufacturing
based on a 3D printer in mind thus, all the components could be
printed on customer-grade FDM 3D printers, such as Ultimaker
UM2+/UM3 or Prusa MK3. The core components are two V-rails,
where the landing gear of the aerial agent is parked and locked
in place, and the locking mechanism consists of a pair of clamps
in each rail. These are controlled by the NEMA14 Stepper motor.
Each of the clamps are secured in the locked state by a doorlock style solenoid and by default the clamps are closed and
secured with the solenoids. This state does not require any power,
and it provides a fail-safe in case of power shortage when the
UAV is loaded. When the UAV is ready to take off, the unlocking
sequence is performed: The door-lock style solenoids retract, the
clamps can move freely and rotate to the open position and thus
the UAV can now take off. This process is controlled using another
onboard Arduino tied only to the carrier platform. The schematics
of the landing platform can be found in Fig. 4.

5.2. Guidance, navigation and control
The following Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 will describe the components that constitute the complete autonomy architecture of the
multimodality system. A high-level architecture of the robotic autonomy system can be found in Fig. 5. We denote aerial agent parameters with superscript a and Spot parameters with superscript
s. Other parameters are described in the following sections.
5.2.1. UAV autonomy
The UAV autonomy is based around the currently-underdevelopment COMPRA (COMpact and Reactive Autonomy) stack
[24] developed specifically for autonomous subterranean tunnel
missions. The framework is focused around rapid deployment, as
well as resilient and low-complexity reactive autonomy solutions.
COMPRA uses a state-of-the-art LiDAR-Inertial Odometry (LIOSAM) [25] for 3D state estimation, using LiDAR pointcloud {P a }
and IMU sensor data Π a as inputs, and produces the state vector
as X a = [px , py , pz , vx , vy , vz , φ, θ, ψ, ωx , ωy , ωz ]⊤ , e.g. position,
velocity, angular, and angular velocity states. Let us also denote
the UAV body-frame as the rotation of position and velocity states
about the z-axis by yaw angle ψ as X a,B = [pB , v B , φ, θ , ψ, ω]⊤ .
Additionally, the downward-facing single-beam LiDAR provides a
local z-coordinate measurement (e.g. distance to the ground) as
pLz = Rsbl cos θ cos φ , where Rsbl is the range measurement.
Flight control is based on a cascaded structure using a nonlinear model predictive controller (NMPC) [26,27] as the reference tracking controller and the Pixhawk Cube [28] for attitude
control. The NMPC considers xnmpc = [pB , v B , φ, θ ], and thus,
operates in the UAV body frame. The generated control inputs
are ua = [T , θref , φref ] with φref ∈ R, θref ∈ R and Tref ≥ 0 to be
the references in roll, pitch and total mass-less thrust generated
by the four rotors, which are very commonly accepted commands
together with a yaw-rate command as ψ̇ref as inputs to low level
attitude controllers, with Tref mapped to a control signal as ut

5. System architecture
5.1. Mission definition
While this paper also focuses on the integration of aeriallegged mobility in general, evaluating the general architecture
in a specific mission scenario provides a useful test-case for the
autonomy capabilities. The test-case will be a simulated searchand-rescue mission in a subterranean environment comprised of
narrow tunnel-like areas. A typical situation could be an accident
in a mine or cave, where the whole area is dangerous to enter
and the autonomous robots act as first responders to the scene
in order to provide the 3D reconstruction and the locations of
objects of interest in that area (for example survivors). The focus
is on rapid deployment of the framework and the ability to reach
the scene efficiently, not providing full exploration coverage of
the area. The full mission of the legged-aerial explorer is as
follows: from a known location of a passage or hard-to-reach area
provided by the operator (assuming either previous knowledge
of the area through a map or information provided by a previous
run by another robot that detected the passage), the legged-aerial
3
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Fig. 2. The legged-aerial explorer with its full sensor suite and the UAV carrier platform.

∈ [0, 1] to fit into the Pixhawk framework [29]. The yaw angle
ψ is controlled with a decoupled simple PD controller.

pointcloud by letting each point within a specified volume defined by radius rF result in a repulsive force, and then summing
all such point-forces to get the total. The benefit is that no inbetween software that classifies obstacles, shapes, boundaries,
etc. is required and as such the APF is independent on mappers
or other such software, which is beneficial for a safety layer (as
to not be affected by other systems performing incorrectly). Let
us denote the local point cloud generated by the 3D LiDAR as
{P a }, where all points are described by a relative position to the
LiDAR as ρ = [ρx , ρy , ρz ]. Also denote the repulsive force as
F r = [Fxr , Fyr , Fzr ]. As we are only interested in points inside the
radius of influence rF when considering the repulsive force, let us

To enable an autonomous navigation and exploration behavior, COMPRA applies two components: a reactive Artificial Potential Field (APF) formulation, based on instantaneous 3D LiDAR
pointcloud data that maintains a safe distance from any objects
or walls, and an effective heading regulation technique that uses
depth-images from the onboard RGB-D camera to align the UAV
body-frame with the deepest cluster of points, which we will
denote as the Deepest-Point Heading Regulation (DPHR).
The 3D APF uses a repulsive force model similar to the classic
APF proposed by Warren [30], while directly using the 3D LiDAR
4
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Fig. 3. Side view on the complete sensor suite. 1 — Velodyne PUCK lite, 2 — RealSense D455 camera, 3 — LED strip package, 4 — VectorNav VN-100 IMU, 5 — Intel
NUC computer (Spot), 6 — Accessory box, 7 — Auxiliary LiPo battery, 8 — USB hub, 9 — cable organizer, 10 — Spot rear mounting plate, 11 — Spot front mounting plate,
12 — UAV carrier platform, 13 — Single beam LiDAR, 14 — Intel NUC computer (UAV), 15 — Pixhawk Flight controller, 16 — UAV.

Fig. 4. The components of the UAV carrier platform. 1 — Left V-rail, 2 — Right V-rail, 3 — Locking clamp, 4 — Door-lock style solenoid, 5 — End stop, 6 -Stepper
motor NEMA14, 7 — Spot mounting frame.

denote the list of such points ρr ∈ {P }, where || ρri ||≤ rF and
i = 0, 1, . . . , Nρr (and as such Nρr is the number of points to be
considered for the repulsive force). The repulsive force is:
Fr =

Nρr
∑
i=0

L(1 −

|| ρri ||
rF

)2

−ρri
|| ρri ||

a preprocessing step to remove noise and enhance the tunnel
opening. Afterwards, the clustering step is employed using a kmeans methodology to extract a fixed number of clusters Ci , [i =
1, 2, 3, . . . , Nclusters ], where the Nclusters = 10 value has been selected based on the tunnel environment morphology. Moreover,
the mean intensity value for each cluster region is calculated and
selects the cluster with the maximum intensity, which indicates
the deepest parts of the tunnel. The x-axis pixel
∑ coordinate of
the cluster centroid is calculated as sx = |C1 |
(x,y)∈Cm x, where

(1)

where L is the repulsive constant and represents the largest
possible force-per-point inside rF . The attractive force F att can be
seen as the vector from pB to the desired way-point as F att =
wpa,B − p̂B . Additionally, we apply saturation limits on the force
magnitude and the rate of change of the forces along each axis,
as to enforce a more stable flight behavior so that rapid changes
in the local pointcloud do not lead to jerky or oscillatory flight
behavior of the UAV.
The DPHR uses the onboard RGB-D instantaneous camera
stream to reactively find the deepest cluster of points within the
stream. Initially, the recovered depth images from the sensor are
filtered using a gray scale morphological close operation [31] as

m

|Cm | represents the number of pixels. Finally, sx is normalized
and transformed with respect to the image principal point s¯x
and converted to a yaw rate reference ψ̇ref ∈ [min max], using
ψ̇ref = s¯x ∗ l, where l maps linearly the yaw rate to min and max
values. Therefore, the yaw angle ψ , which controls the UAV body
x-axis direction is aligned with the tunnel direction based on the
heading regulation technique.
During the exploration task, the UAV is tasked to maintain a
specified distance to the ground, which is denoted by the local
5
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Fig. 5. Complete autonomy architecture used for mission execution. Each component is functionally described in the related Sections 5.2.1 & 5.2.2.

mission z-position reference pm
z , while utilizing a ‘‘carrot-chasing’’
approach in the body-frame x-axis, such that the next waypoint provided to the potential field is w pa,B = [pBx + 1, pBy , pm
z ]
commanding the robot towards the deepest point, while letting
the potential field handle the maintaining of a safe distance to
the walls and any obstacles encountered. Additionally, to return
to the deployment point, the UAV follows its previous traveled
path back, while still utilizing the APF. Although simplistic, this
method of return ensures that the robot follows a return trajectory known to be safe and obstacle free. While the UAV is visiting already known areas, the state-estimation map loop-closure
reduces the risk of map/estimation drifts etc.
The visual detection in order to detect, classify, and locate
objects is based on the tiny and Intel hardware optimized version
[32] of the state of the art CNN object detector Yolo V4 [33].
We trained the network to detect and classify 6 classes defined
by the SubT competition using a custom dataset consisting of
approximately 700 images for each class. The input size of the
images is 416 × 416 and the output of the algorithm is the
detected bounding boxes and the class probability.
The other component of the pipeline is the object localizer,
which receives the bounding box measurements from the RGB
image stream I. The localizer transfers the identified bounding
box in the aligned depth image stream D and extracts the relative
position of the object compared to the flying platform in the
camera frame. Finally the object location OL is converted to the
global world/map frame. The object detection and localization
pipeline are depicted in Fig. 6.

is needed of the area. The Spot autonomy uses the SLAM package Cartographer [34], due to its capability to map an area and
relocalize on that map. Cartographer operates in two steps, the
first is an offline map building step and the second step is an
online relocalization and mapping algorithm. The fists step uses
recorded IMU and LiDAR data (from a previous mission) to build
Minit and store for future use. Cartographers second stage loads
Minit , and with live data from IMU and LiDAR a sub-map (small
section of the map) is created, that is matched to Minit and then
updates it to a live map M. When Cartographer finds a match
between the current sub-map and M a relocalization is made, and
Spots current state X s in M is estimated. M is then procedurally
updated from new LiDAR scans.
To navigate from X s to psg we use a risk-aware gridsearch
algorithm, denoted as D∗+ (DSP). DSP extends the D∗ -lite [35] path
planning algorithm by adding a consideration of unknown space,
a risk-aware layer, and an update-able/expandable map. The construction of DSP’s internal gird map G is build from M in such a
way that each cell c in G has a traversal cost ζ corresponding to
weather c is free (cf ), occupied (co ) or unknown (cu ). DSP plans a
∑
path P⃗X s →psg based on ζ ∈ G so that
∀ζ ∈ P⃗X s →psg is as small as
possible.
Imperfections in M can create holes/gaps in G that may lead to
shortcutting and invalid paths, as in Fig. 7(a). With ζ assigned to
c so that ζf < ζu < ζo , the resulting path P⃗ is planned in known
space only whenever possible and only use unknown space if no
other option exist.
A traversal risk is added to the c’s next to co to introduce a
⃗ Without the risk
safety marginal to obstacles, leading to safer P.
layer, is DSP prone to cut corners and thus potentially collide with
the environment. ζ is assigned relative to the proximity to a co ,
resulting in that ζ for a given c will be

5.2.2. Spot autonomy
Spot comes with a local autonomy package, that accepts velocity and angular velocity commands and performs very local
avoidance (preventing Spot from walking into an object) based
on the out-of-the-box sensor suite. These built-in capabilities
of Spot are not sufficient for long and complex autonomous
missions or missions in unknown environments. To enable Spot
for the autonomous mission, using the sensor suite presented in
Section 4.2, the additional software is described in this section.
To enable navigation to the deployment point (pdep ) a map Minit

ζr =
ζ =
6

{
{

ζu
d+1

if d < r

0

else

ζf + ζr if c is cf
ζu + ζr if c is cu

(2)
(3)
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Fig. 6. The object detection and localization pipeline.

where d is the distance in numbers of cells to the closest co and
r is the max range that is considered as a high-risk area. This
creates a gradient risk that is highest next to co and decreases
with distance as in Fig. 7(b) where cells c with risk-cost ζr are
shown. Additionally, by tuning the gradient decrease and voxel
size to match the robot size the resulting path planner also considers robot-safe paths in addition to avoiding general risky areas.
Spot follows P⃗ given by DSP with a PID position and heading
controller that generates velocity and heading rate commands
us = [vref , ωref ] to Spots internal walking motion controller.
Heading references are generated to always face the next waypoint in the path, as forward locomotion is the most efficient for
the quadruped robot, while DSP re-calculates paths to compensate for environment changes at around 10 Hz intervals. The full
autonomy system on Spot is thoroughly described in [36].

6.2. Experiment set-up
The presented submodules are written in C++, Python, and
Rust, while we are utilizing ROS [37] for the information flow
between submodules and ROS-multimaster [38] for legged-aerial
communication utilizing the UAV’s local wifi. The experimental
evaluation was performed at a field site below Mjölkuddsberget
in Luleå, northern Sweden. The site consists of 3–5 meters wide
rough-cut tunnel areas currently used for storage, and mimics
a real subterranean application site (caves, mining areas, lava
tubes) relatively well, see Fig. 9 for schematics and examples of
the site. The proposed mission was initialized at the entrance
to the site, and the aerial agent deployment point was selected
at the main junction that expands in three different directions,
(i) right, (ii) forward and (iii) left. Overall, three aerial missions
were launched from the junction, one in each direction. We
performed one longer mission that explores the right junction
direction (seen in Fig. 10), and two shorter missions (one in the
forward direction and one in the left direction) where we also
added a blockage at the start of the tunnel that disallowed Spot
to enter.
Moreover, We placed several artifacts based on the SubT
dataset along the tunnels selected for aerial exploration: a hard
hat, a survivor, a rope, a drill and a backpack where placed in
the right direction experiment, a backpack, a rope and a drill
where placed in the forward direction and a survivor artifact was
placed in the left direction. A safety pilot and an operator follows
the robots during the active mission in case of complete system
failure, but do not interact with the them in any way.

5.3. Mission behavior
In order to execute the mission described in Section 5.1, the
robots follow a baseline mission behavior list, where each block
is executed in order and considered completed by a condition as
for example the mission time Tm ≥ Texplore , or the robot reaching
the desired deployment point pdep . The behavior lists for baseline
mission execution can be found in Fig. 8.

6. Results

6.3. Field evaluation

6.1. GUI operations

The maps of the subterranean environments produced during
the full mission in the right junction side can be seen in Fig. 10
and in Fig. 11, showing a pointcloud map of the explored environment, as well as detected artifact locations. In Fig. 12 snap
shot images of critical points during the mission are displayed
such as: the combined system after successfully navigating to
the deployment point, the aerial agent initialization and takeoff, artifact detection using the onboard camera during COMPRA
mission and finally the return to the deployment point of the

The combined robotic system is controlled via a mission GUI.
A single Operator specifies the desired deployment point of the
aerial agent pdep in Minit , together with the exploration duration
of the aerial mission Texplore and the exploration altitude pm
z .
Additionally, the legged robot is tasked to wait at a specified
point, pwait until aerial agent return. After the operator launches
the mission from the GUI, all aspects are handled completely
autonomously and no operator input is required.
7
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Fig. 7. (a) Paths with and without risk costs. Small gaps in the grid map can lead to incorrect path generation. (b) The DSP concept: the computed path avoids the
high-risk areas and only enters them when forced in order to reach the goal.

onboard RGB camera. Similarly, Fig. 16 presents the generated
map with overlaid information for the left direction mission and
finally, Fig. 17 depicts snap shot images of the blocked passage,
an instance of the UAV navigation above the blocked passage,
and the detected survivor artifact. This mission showcases the
application scenario of where the legged robots traversability
is limited and it cannot enter the area. Fig. 18 shows how the
explored area is extended by the UAV mission, and the total volumetric gain (or explored volume, using [39]) during that mission
for each robot. Only through using the multimodal locomotion
could the blocked tunnel be explored and the survivor detected.
For a clear demonstration of the mission capabilities, we
strongly recommend the reader to watch the video from the
experiment found at https://youtu.be/0p56NkUD_Q8. All considered submodules performed as desired (state estimation, robot
re-localization, mapping, aerial agent initialization, navigation,
object detection) and the mission was completed as per the mission criteria of detecting the placed artifacts/objects of interest.
Fig. 19 shows the minimum range LiDAR measurements throughout the three mission scenarios, and as can be seen both the DSP
and APF frameworks are capable of maintaining a safe distance
to any walls or encountered obstacles despite the constrained
subterranean environment. The smallest measured distance from
the environment to the robot was 0.8 m and occurred during the
carrying phase of the longer mission. The system has a safetycritical radius of around 0.6 m considering the around 0.4 m size
radius of the UAV (with propellers), and the 1.1 m length of Spot.
In general, the risk-aware DSP and reactive APF kept the robotic
system safe during mission execution.
As there was no ground truth positions of the placed artifacts
available, there was no way to verify exactly the state estimation
and object localizer in terms of absolute accuracy. Moreover, regarding the artifact localization component, the system has been
designed in a conservative way for some artifacts (e.g. helmet),
to reject the frequent false positive classifications as a helmet
of the few white lamps that were located in the ceiling. More
specifically, the object localizer based the outlier rejection on two
metrics, the confidence probability of the class, which was set to

Fig. 8. Behavior lists for specific mission execution for the aerial-legged robot.

aerial agent. Fig. 13 shows the progression of generated DSP paths
for the longer full mission for Spot to reach the deployment point.
During the mission, the robots covered approximately 231 m,
including the aerial agent’s return to the deployment point. Additionally, the two shorter missions were performed in different
parts of the same underground tunnel area to showcase the
effectiveness to operate and deploy the developed legged-aerial
combined system in varying areas (obstacles, inclined, blocked,
curving). The resulting pointcloud map overlaid with the localized
artifacts, the robot path, and the aerial robot deployment location
for the forward direction mission, are depicted in Fig. 14. Fig. 15
presents snap shot images from the experiment including the
static obstacles in the tunnel and the detected artifacts from the
8
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Fig. 9. A schematic of the experiment area (left) and example of the tunnels in which the experimental validation is performed (right).

Fig. 10. Final pointcloud map of the explored environment produced during the mission, showing the start of the mission, the aerial agent deployment point and
the location of placed artifacts. The green colored line depicts the path traversed by the robot system. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

75% for all field trials and the euclidean distance to the artifact
dBartifact ∈ [0.2 m, 6 m], since it was observed from the field trials
that the object detector success rate was higher for objects that
were closer to the camera. The object detector is also challenged
by the fast motion of the aerial platform, the induced motion blur
and the short amount of time that an object might be inside the
camera’s Field of View, which causes in some cases fewer object
detections.
In general: utilizing the presented legged-aerial quick
deployment framework, the mission was easily repeatable without inconsistencies in mission behavior and without any submodule failures such as the robots getting stuck, environment
interactions, or large state estimation drifts or jumps.

relatively limited and future research should focus on further,
and more fluid, integration of autonomous collaboration between
the legged-aerial system and achieving a more unified system.
This would include frontier analysis (for exploration) based on
the modality of the robot and generating traversability maps
that directly considers the dynamics of the robots, resulting in a
more complete architecture that can on its own detect when and
where the aerial agent should be launched. Adding exploration
behavior on Spot would also allow the two robots to separately
explore areas simultaneously. Additionally, equipping the leggedaerial system with multiple smaller but lower-autonomy UAVs
could greatly increase coverage. Another clear addition is the
development of a landing behavior that guides the aerial agent
to land back on the UAV carrier platform to complete the aerial
mission. This proved to be a difficult task to execute consistently
without external localization and sensing, and in the low-light
conditions of the SubT area, as the accuracy required is very high.
This is something we are currently working on.

7. Future work
While the proposed autonomy stack allows the robots to
perform a full autonomous mission, its range of applications is
9
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Fig. 11. Detected artifacts and exploration path of the aerial agent.

Fig. 12. Snap shots from the full mission. (a) Multimodality system approaching deployment point, (b) deployment point reached, (c) aerial agent take-off, (d) hard
hat detection from onboard camera during COMPRA mission, (e) survivor detection, (f) aerial agent return to deployment point.
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Fig. 13. DSP paths (blue line) to deployment point (red dot) and combined system traversed path (green line). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 14. Resulting sparse pointcloud, detected artifacts and exploration path of the aerial agent during the forward direction experiment.

8. Conclusions

autonomous mission execution in GPS- and communication denied environments. The system successfully performed the mission of detecting and localizing the objects of interest placed
in the subterranean tunnel areas, while navigation and state
estimation modules performed as desired, keeping the robots
safe during the mission. Since the combination of a legged-aerial
robotic system for subterranean surveying is novel there are
multiple directions for future work, especially in the area of robot
unification.

This article has presented a legged-aerial combined robotic
system capable of executing search-and-rescue missions in subterranean environments. We have demonstrated a hardware–
software integration and architecture, and a mission design that
showcases the use of multimodality locomotion for completely
11
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Fig. 15. Snap shot of the forward direction mission. (a) Static obstacles along the course, (b) backpack artifact detection, (c) drill artifact detection, (d) rope artifact
detection.

Fig. 16. Resulting pointcloud map, detected artifacts, and exploration path of the aerial agent during the left direction experiment.

Fig. 17. Snap shot of the left direction mission. (a) Blocked passage for the legged robot, (b) UAV navigating above the blocked passage, (c) survivor artifact detection.
12
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Fig. 18. Overlaid pointcloud maps created by each robot, showing how the map is extended by the aerial agent (left), and the total explored volume from each
robot (right), where the aerial agent can continue the mission despite the blockage.

Fig. 19. Minimum safety distances, as the minimum range LiDAR measurement. A 5-point median filter was applied to filter out measurements that hit dust particles.
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